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Top Level React Node: React component
containing an A-Frame scene component
and any other application code.

A-Frame Scene Component: Contains
other A-Frame components and the
<VRIA> React component.

<VRIA> React Component: Placed within
the A-Frame scene, this component is
passed a JSON visualization config.

Visualization Config File: A JSON file
containing a description of the
visualization and controls.

Redux Store: Contains the application
state. It is connected to the visualization
and control components.

Visualization and Control Components:
These components map data to other A-
Frame React components.

A-Frame React Components: These
components depict visualizations and UI
elements and are built with A-Frame.

The exact structure and implementation of the high-level DOM architecture of an application that
makes use of <VRIA> is up to the user, and there is no requirement for the whole application to be
written in React. <VRIA> can be integrated into existing applications, with the only requirement
being that the overarching application makes use of A-Frame scenes. The resulting low level DOM
architecture is generated from the JSON config file that is passed to the <VRIA> React component.

Architectural overview of an example application built with <VRIA>.

Interaction Components

Every <VRIA> visualization
component has a
corresponding set of
interaction components
which can be configured in
the visualization
configuration file. New
interactions can be written
with A-Frame and React
and added to your
application with <VRIA>'s
API.

Interaction components
work with a range of input
devices including keyboard
and mouse for desktop
devices, gaze cursors for
mobile devices, and
controllers for 3DOF and
6DOF VR HMDs.

Gaze cursor interaction with <VRIA> on mobile

// App.js

import React from 'react';
import ReactDOM from 'react-dom';
import * as AFRAME from 'aframe';
import { Scene } from 'aframe-react';
import VRIA from 'vria';
import config from './config';

class App extends React.Component {
render() {
return(
<Scene>

<VRIA config={config}/>

</Scene>
);

}
};

ReactDOM.render(
<App/>,
document.getElementById('root')

);

// config.js

import dataset from './populations.csv';

export default {
title: 'Populations over time (thousands)',
data: { dataset },
mark: { shape: 'box' },
encoding: {
x: {
field: 'Year',
type: 'ordinal',
timeUnit: 'YYYY'

},
y: {
field: 'Population',
type: 'quantitative'

},
z: {
field: 'Country',
type: 'nominal'

},
color: {
field: 'Country',
type: 'nominal'

}
}

}
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Built with WebVR, A-Frame, React and Redux
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Interactive and Immersive

Choose from one one of
<VRIA>'s supported data
types.

<VRIA>'s configuration files are based on Vega-
Lite specifications except now you can encode
data in three dimensions.

<VRIA> can slot into practically any
existing Web application, the only
prerequisites are A-Frame and React.

Experience your immersive data
visualization in Virtual Reality on any
device with a WebVR enabled browser.

We present <VRIA>, a framework for building applications for Immersive Analytics using open-standard Web technologies.
By combining WebVR, A-Frame, React and Redux, you can now write simple JSON configuration files to produce interactive
and immersive Web-based visualizations that are ready to be experienced on every WebVR supported platform.

<VRIA> currently supports 3D bar
charts (above) and multivariate
scatter plots (right) with more
abstract data visualization types
planned.

Our framework is in ongoing
development, with a number of
enhancements planned. In the next
phase we look to build more 3D vis
components, along with
corresponding interaction
mechanisms. We also plan to
integrate features that allow
collaborative tasks in VR space.
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